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Miehati 

'palmy much for your letter of the 9th aud its oncloomros. which are im this hiatorioal cam. 
SONO years e I filed a relevant appeal that to the best of my knowledge sus soled on. Your a more years ago 	Shea discussed it with me. I now do not whether P,a. Hubbell was prudent then and I do not know whether ehe over saw t appeal. Tbis is the backgrouuds 
The YHM obtained dubs of the recordings of the Dallas Police Department on both Vitals: as is established by the records of the Warren Commission and the F1M itself. ewe dubs were kept in the Dollee office. They also were transcribed for the Commission, wLth the transcripts only sent to Far,Po for forwarding to the Commisoion. It published jibs VDI's typescripts. The Dallas FBI did not send its dialog of tho police recordings either to OH7B4 or the CommisAon. It also did not filo the in its main assassination films. They clearly are filed elsewhere, perhaps us related to the iolice rather than the assassination inveetigation. They are not included in the Dallas index, which hair, and have checked. This index is to the main files from which infomitdon was provided to Y41114 for it to provide to the Commisaion. It does not include GAY of 10w, other relevant infemati.on that is in other files. 
To the heat of my knowledge, no search has ever been soda for those dubs in aellae. 

I believe that the HAS study of other dubs 	possible original recordings noises these WI dubs twee sore Laportent to the historical record. I bohieve there no real opeation, that they are within ey requeete. 
Of worse I am still anxious to receive them. 
Will you please thnhk the Criminal Division for me for rcealltste; that this 440 study in within Ay requests and for sending it to you for se? 

Sincerely, 


